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Analytical Leakage-Aware Thermal Modeling
of a Real-Time System
Morteza Mohaqeqi, Student Member, IEEE, Mehdi Kargahi, Member, IEEE, and Ali Movaghar,
Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract— We consider a firm real-time system with a single processor working in two power modes depending on whether it is
idle or executing a job. The system is equipped with dynamic thermal management through a cooling subsystem which can
switch between two cooling modes. Real-time jobs which arrive to the system have stochastic properties and are prone to soft
errors. A successful job is one that enters the system and completes its execution with no timing or soft error. Appropriateness
of the system is evaluated based on its performance, temperature behavior, reliability, and energy consumption. It is noteworthy
that these criteria have mutual interactions to each other: the stochastic nature of the system affects the success ratio of jobs
beside the system dynamic power, the leakage as well as dynamic power impacts the processor temperature, this temperature
affects the leakage power, the cooling subsystem power, and the soft error rate, which the latter in turn impacts the system
reliability and the success ratio of jobs. This paper proposes an analytical evaluation method with a Markovian view to the
system which considers these reciprocal effects. A number of simulation experiments are carried out to validate the accuracy of
the proposed method.
Index Terms—Analytical modeling, Firm real-time system, Leakage power, Performance, Temperature.
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1 INTRODUCTION

S

CALING down of the VLSI technology to the deep
sub-micron domain has led to higher chip power
density and leakage power. In recent years, with a
30% improvement in the processor frequency, power
density has been approximately doubled [1], resulting in
increased temperature. The advances beside the chip
temperature have significant impacts on the measures of
performance [2], reliability [3] and power consumption
[4] of computing systems.
Awareness to the amount of such temperature-related
measures are especially much more important in realtime embedded systems working in dynamic
environments with uncertain properties. Examples are
systems running critical applications in the space and
defense domains as well as less critical multimedia
applications. The uncertainties of these systems can be
observed in the arrival pattern of jobs, job characteristics
(such as execution times and deadlines), and
environmental transient faults, which are usually
described by stochastic models [5], [6], [7]. One important
issue in such real-time systems is to find the effects of the

stochastic properties on the aforementioned temperaturerelated measures, as the temperature seriously affects the
system behavior.
On one hand, temperature has a considerable effect on
the leakage current in MOS transistors. An example in [8]
shows that, when the ambient temperature is
, an
increase of
can cause 126% rise in the leakage
current. Accordingly, increased power density, not only
directly raises the energy consumption, but also it has an
indirect impact on the energy through increased
temperature. This interdependency, if not appropriately
estimated and taken into account, may result a positive
feedback loop which can cause thermal runaway.
On the other hand, chip temperature affects both the
rates of permanent failures and transient faults [1]. Rosing
et al. [3] show such an effect on the hard error rate in
SoCs. Also, similar effect on the soft error rate (SER) has
been investigated in [9], [10]. For example, Chandra and
Aitken [9] report the sensitivity of SER to the temperature
in different voltage levels.
The above concerns have been widely studied in the
context of real-time systems emphasizing the system
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of system behavior (such as deadline violation ratio,
reliability, and energy consumption). Even without
consideration of the temperature effects, investigation of
such interdependency in an analytical manner is not
straightforward [5], [18], [19].
In this paper, we consider the analytical study of a
stochastic single-processor firm real-time (FRT) system
with non-preemptive independent jobs, i.e., systems in
which the jobs missing their deadlines are thrown away
immediately. We consider the class of non-idling servicetime independent scheduling algorithms that, when the
system capacity is not full, do not decide on accepting or
rejecting a job on its arrival. In particular, we concentrate
on the first-come first-served (FCFS) scheduling
algorithm. The stochastic behavior of the system is seen in
the workload characteristics as well as soft errors. The
system processor has the DVS capability which can be
used for putting the system in a low-power mode when
the processor becomes idle. Also, the system is equipped
with a dynamic thermal management (DTM) mechanism
using a cooling subsystem. Both DVS and DTM help to
overcome the excessive energy usage, temperature rise
up, and reliability loss. The main purpose of this study is
to propose an analytical method to identify the effects of
stochastic characteristics of the FRT system on its
performance and temperature behavior, and in turn, on
the system reliability and energy consumption.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are
as follows: rather than proposing a new algorithm for
improving the system energy efficiency and controlling
its temperature and reliability, we provide an analytical
method for evaluating the system behavior, and finding
the appropriate configurations to reach the goals. The
analytical method takes into account the effects of realtime workload, processor dynamic power, leakage power
and temperature, as well as DTM (through a cooling
subsystem), altogether, in a Markovian view to the FRT
system. Some important probabilistic performance-,
temperature-, reliability-, and energy-related measures of
the system are calculated. The proposed analytical
method is quite accurate for specific patterns of job
deadlines and highly accurate approximate for the other
patterns. The measures are studied for different system
parameters and the validity of results as well as the
accuracy-level of approximations is shown through
extensive system-level and microarchitecture-level
simulations. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the
current work is the first which, based on a Markovian
view, studies the stochastic behavior of a FRT system
considering the temperature effects.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Next
section reviews the related literature. Section 3 provides
our system model and the favorite performance-,
temperature-, reliability-, and energy-related measures.
Section 4 describes the timing behavior of the system
which provides required means for thermal analysis. In
Section 5, we propose our stochastic thermal analysis
method. The experimental evaluation of the method is
provided in Section 6. Finally, the paper concludes in
Section 7.

2

2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we first review some related literature on
the modeling and management of energy consumption,
performance, and reliability with an emphasis on realtime systems. Afterwards, we focus on the temperaturerelated works, including a review on the studies that
consider the effects of chip temperature on the system
power consumption, reliability and performance of non
real-time as well as real-time systems, from both
deterministic and stochastic points of view.
The interaction between performance and energy
efficiency of deterministic [17], [20], [21] and stochastic
[5], [22], [23] computing systems has been widely studied.
In the context of systems with stochastic properties,
which is the focus of this paper attention, an
optimization-based approach is proposed in [23] for
balancing the mean response time and mean energy
consumption in a stochastic non real-time system. In [22],
an analytical DVS-based stochastic dynamic power
management technique is devised for making a tradeoff
between the mean energy consumption and performance
of a real-time system. Also, in [5], a performance
optimization method based on an analytical approach is
proposed for utility-based real-time systems. In both [22]
and [5], the processor energy consumption is populationdependent. The interaction between reliability and energy
efficiency of real-time systems has also been investigated
[13], [24].
Considering the temperature issues, several studies
have been performed on the power consumption [4], [25],
[26], reliability [3], [9], [27], [28] and performance [29],
[30] of non real-time and real-time systems.
In the context of joint thermal and power management,
it has been shown that leakage power is highly dependent
on temperature [4]. Therefore, recent studies have utilized
the temperature model to calculate leakage power [4] and
accordingly address the problem of temperature-aware
power management [26]. Liao, He and Lepak in [4]
investigate the dependency of leakage power on
processor temperature and propose a formula that
describes this dependency as a nonlinear function. Later,
Quan and Zhang [2] estimated the same measure with a
linear function and mixed this estimated function with
the lumped RC model [31] in order to have a simpler
leakage-aware temperature analysis. To minimize the
peak temperature through reducing the power
consumption, some works (e.g. [25]) have employed DVSbased scheduling. Also, in real-time systems, Huang and
Quan [26] propose a scheduling algorithm that aims at
energy minimization with proper frequency selection for
each task with regard to a temperature constraint.
Besides, some authors have studied the impact of
temperature on the system reliability. Rosing, Mihic and
De Micheli [3] have studied some temperature-dependent
failure mechanisms, including electro-migration, timedependent dielectric breakdown and thermal cycling in
order to make a tradeoff between the reliability and
power consumption of a SoC. With focus on thermal
cycling failure mechanism, authors in [28] present a
temperature-aware reliability optimization based on a
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steady-state temperature analysis for applications with
periodic power profile. Chip temperature can also affect
the SER [9], [27], [32], which in turn, can impact the chip
reliability. However, a few studies have focused on the
SER dependence on temperature. Chandra and Aitken [9]
studied the impact of technology scaling on the soft error
susceptibility and reported increased SER when
temperature increases. In addition, the effect of
temperature on soft errors has been studied in [27], where
it is shown that, although increased temperature leads to
SER rising in general, the dependency is device-specific
and may vary from one device of a vendor to the other.
The impact of temperature constraints on the system
performance has been investigated by several recent
researches. The methods guarantee that the temperature
does not exceed a determined threshold. In [33], a
frequency assignment method is proposed for MPSoCs in
order to maximize the system performance regarding a
temperature constraint. In [29], the feasibility of a speed
schedule for a set of real-time tasks in terms of some
temperature constraints has been investigated. Also, in
[2], some feasibility analysis, including necessary and
sufficient conditions for the schedulability test, has been
proposed for an arbitrary periodic task set with hard time
constraints.
While many recent works have studied the thermalaware performance and energy modeling [3], [4], [31] and
management [11], [25], [26], [30], [33] in a deterministic
manner, few studies [34], [35], [36], [37] have considered
thermal aspects in stochastic systems. Zhang and Chatha
[35] aim to minimize the makespan of a task set with
uncertain execution times, subject to guaranteeing an
upper bound on the probability of violating a specified
critical temperature. They consider a fixed set of jobs with
equal release times and provide an offline solution for
selecting a voltage/frequency for each job. Also, in [36], a
fixed set of non real-time jobs with nondeterministic
execution times is considered under temperature
constraints. To minimize the peak temperature, the
approach divides the jobs into cool and hot subsets and
performs job sequencing based on average job execution
times. Jung, Rong and Pedram [34] propose a stochastic
model for a thermally managed non real-time multicore
system. In their model, the thermal behavior of the
system is captured by some discrete states, each one
representing a range of temperatures.
In the context of stochastic real-time systems, a model
of mixed real-time periodic and non real-time aperiodic
tasks under a tight thermal constraint has been
investigated [37]. The proposed approach initially obtains
a safe speed under which the temperature constraint is
guaranteed to be preserved. Then, with the previously
obtained speed, a queuing model for the non real-time
aperiodic tasks is solved and the response time is
assessed. This way, the work separates the analysis of the
thermal behavior of the system from its performance
analysis.
The main differences between the current work and
the aforementioned studies on stochastic thermal analysis
can be summarized as follows: This study builds its
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temperature analysis on the basis of a queuing model for
a DTM-enabled FRT system with stochastic properties, it
provides a complete description of the thermal behavior
of the system through analytical calculation of the
respective temperature probability density function, it
considers the possible impacts of the stochastic real-time
workload, leakage and dynamic power consumption,
processor temperature, cooling subsystem, and reliability
of the real-time system altogether, beside providing a rich
set of respective measures.

3 SYSTEM MODEL AND MEASURES
This section introduces the system model, including the
models of job and service, processor power consumption
and temperature, cooling subsystem, and soft errors.
Then, our favorite performance-, temperature-, reliability, and energy-related measures are formulated.
Throughout this paper, we assume statistical
equilibrium and use
N,
R and t R+, where N, R
+
and R are the sets of natural numbers, real numbers, and
nonnegative real numbers, respectively. Also, we use the
terms speed and service rate interchangeably.

3.1 System Model
We consider a single-processor queue with an arbitrary
capacity
.
Job and service model: Jobs of this system are defined
as
, where , , and q, are the job arrival time,
computation (execution) time, and relative deadline,
respectively. A state of the system is shown with , where
is the number of jobs in the system. More precise
definitions of these parameters are presented in the
following.
The job arrival times ( ) follow a state-dependent
Poisson process with rate  . An arriving job which finds
the system full (i.e., finds
) is blocked and must
leave the system immediately. Jobs entering the system
are served in the order of their arrival, i.e., the service
discipline in the system is FCFS.
Each job has an exponential execution-time ( ) with
probability density function (PDF) 
and an expected
value . Throughout this paper, we normalize all timing
parameters with respect to .
Further, each job has a relative deadline q which is the
difference between its absolute deadline (named deadline
for short) and arrival time. q is a random variable with a
cumulative distribution function (CDF)
and average
. We assume that
is a general CDF which may have
a mass at the infinity, namely, in general,
. A job is immediately thrown away of
௧→ஶ
the system as soon as it misses its deadline irrespective of
whether or not it is being served. In other words, each job
has a deadline until the end of its service. Job execution
times and relative deadlines form sequences of
independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
variables which are mutually independent.
Processor and cooling subsystem models: The
processor has a discrete set of speeds
ଵ
,
where is the number of speed levels. Also, two modes of
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operation are identified:
1. Idle mode: when there is no job in the system and
the processor is idle at speed level ூ
; and
2. Active mode: when the processor executes some
jobs in the system at speed 
.
The processor speed is characterized by the respective
voltage level from the set
ଵ
 . We show the
supply voltages of idle and active modes by ூ
and
, respectively. It is supposed that ூ

 . (We
ignore the possible overheads of switching between ூ
and  .)
The processor has a predefined power function
, which can be considered as the energy
 , 
consumption of the processor at speed level 
and a
fixed (either idle or active) mode, normalized with respect
to the time unit. This processor power function consists of
two parts, dynamic power (
ௗ௬  ) and leakage
power (
  ), i.e., we have:
(1)

ௗ௬ 
 
where both dynamic and leakage power functions
depend on the processor supply voltage. This relation for
the former function is formulated as [38]:
ଷ
  if the processor is in idle mode
,
(2)
ௗ௬ 
′ ଷ
  if the processor is in ctive mode
where  and ′ are processor-specific constants and
is the th voltage level of the processor. On the

other hand, the latter function is estimated as [4]:
(3)
 
௧  
where ௧ is the number of gates in the processor and
 is the leakage current. Let define the random variable
as
(4)
Then,  is calculated by the following formula:

4

temperature threshold ௧ . (This idea can be extended to
switching among arbitrary number of cooling modes
based on multiple temperature thresholds with minor
algebraic efforts with respect to what follows.) The
cooling subsystem has a predefined power function
. Normally, the subsystem resides in


, however, when the processor is in the active mode, in
the case that the processor temperature exceeds ௧ , the
cooling mode switches to ு . This switching causes a
slower temperature rise up, and consequently, a lower
steady-state temperature comparing to the case that we
ignore the switching. The cooling mode remains the same
until the system goes to the idle mode that the cooling
subsystem switches back to
. As we will see
analytically in the following, , ு , and ௧ are design
parameters which affect the system power consumption,
temperature, and reliability.
We continue with the temperature behavior of the
system. Suppose that the processor works at some
constant voltage  , a fixed (either idle or active) mode,
and a fixed cooling mode (either  or ு ) for a duration,
and is some time in that duration. We adopt the wellknown lumped RC model [31] to describe the transient
behavior of the processor temperature as:
ௗ்(௧)
(7)

ௗ௧

where is a processor-specific thermal coefficient,

is a processor- and cooling mode-specific thermal
coefficient, and
and
are the instantaneous
power consumption and temperature of the processor at
the mentioned voltage level. Without loss of generality
and similar to [2], in (7), we assume that the temperature
has been scaled such that the ambient temperature is
considered zero. (Otherwise, an offset equal to the
ഀ భೡೖశഀ మ
ambient temperature is entered in (7) and the subsequent
ଶ
ఈ
௩
ାఈ
య ೖ
ర

(5)

௦
ଵ
ଶ
related formulations.) Using (2), (6), (1), and (7), we
where ௦ is the leakage current at a certain reference point obtain:
and ଵ, ଶ, ଵ, ଶ, ଷ and ସ are empirically determined
ௗ௬ 
ଵ

processor-specific constants.
Based on (3) and (5), there is a nonlinear relationship

ଶ

between the leakage power and temperature. However, it
(8)


݅
has been shown in [2] that the following linear Suppose the temperature at an initial time
is

 .
approximation of (3) introduces negligible error into the Also, consider that during time interval [ , ], the

calculation of the processor leakage power:
processor remains in the same mode, it remains in the
(6) same voltage level , and the cooling mode


ଵ
ଶ


 is fixed.
where ଵ
and ଶ
are some processor-specific Then the temperature at time can be obtained through
voltage-sensitive constants. Thus, leakage power is a solving differential equation (8) as follows:
௹ (௩ೖ )
௹ (௩ೖ )
function of both supply voltage and processor
ି௺ (௩ೖ ,݉ ݅)(௧ି௧బ)
(9)

௺ (௩ೖ ,݉ ݅)
௺ (௩ೖ ,݉ ݅)
temperature. Then, at a constant processor temperature ,
As we consider i) two modes of operations, and
the instantaneous processor power consumption at
voltage  is obtained using (2), (6), and (1). However, the possibly two levels of voltages for the processor ( ூ for
the idle mode and  for the active mode), and ii) two
processor temperature may vary over time.
Because of reliability risks and energy wastage due to cooling modes (  and ு ), different parameters in the
increased temperature, some types of DTM might be temperature formulations might be used depending on
required. In [46], a cooling subsystem has been employed the possible mode combinations. Thus, with some
for reducing the processor leakage power through DTM. simplifications in the notations, the transient temperature
We also consider a cooling subsystem with a discrete set for the processor in the idle mode can be written as:
ିே (௩,݉ ()ܮ௧ି௧బ)
(10)
of cooling modes
is number of
ூ
ெ 

ெ 
ଵ
 , where
the modes. The subsystem switches between two cooling Moreover, if the processor works in the active mode, the
modes  (low power) and ு (high power) belonging to transient temperature is calculated as:
, based on the processor temperature with respect to a
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ܶ
+ ൫ܶ(ݐ) − ܶெ ௫ಽ ൯݁ିே (௩ಲ , ಽ)(௧ି௧బ) ,
⎧ ெ ௫ಽ
if ܶ(ݐ) < ܶ௧ and ݐ− ݐ ≤ ߱
⎪
 (11)
ܶ (ܶ = )ݐெ ௫ಹ + ൫ܶ௧ − ܶெ ௫ಹ ൯݁ିே (௩ಲ , ಹ )(௧ି௧బିఠ ) ,
⎨
) < ܶ௧ and ݐ− ݐ > ߱
if
ܶ(ݐ

⎪
ିே (௩ಲ , ಹ )(௧ି௧బ)
, if ܶ(ݐ) > ܶ௧
⎩ ܶெ ௫ಹ + ൫ܶ(ݐ) − ܶெ ௫ಹ ൯݁

performance is the probability of blocking  b , defined as
(17)

௧→ஶ 
 is interpreted as the steady-state probability that an
arriving job is rejected due to full system.
The above performance measures assume no
where
significance for the impact of processor temperature on
்ಾ ೌೣಽ ି்
ଵ
(12) the success ratio of jobs which meet their deadline.
ே (௩ಲ , ಽ)
்ಾ ೌೣಽ ି்(௧బ)
Rather, as indicated before, the temperature affects the
is the time required to reach from
 to ௧ . Note that
SER, and thus, the system reliability. In the following, we
and first discuss the steady-state thermal behavior of the
ெ 
ூ
ூ  ,
ெ ௫ಽ

 ݉ ܮ,
respectively,
are
the system, and then, investigate its effect on the reliability.
ெ ௫ಹ

 ݉ ܪ,
temperatures to which the processor will reach if it
As defined in (4),
is the random variable which
sufficiently resides in the idle mode, in the active mode defines the steady-state temperature of the processor. We
with cooling mode , and in the active mode with will be interested in finding the CDF of
cooling mode ு ( ெ 
ெ ௫ಹ
ெ ௫ಽ ). In other words,
(18)
்
the processor steady-state temperature varies between or equivalently, the PDF
ௗு  (ఛ)
 ݊݅ ܯand ெ ௫ಹ .
(19)
்
ௗఛ
Error model: We consider the impact of soft errors on
As indicated before, the processor works either in the
the jobs. It has been shown in [9] that the temperature
idle
or in the active mode. Let define the following
affects the SER through Qcrit, i.e. the minimum charge
that is needed to flip one bit. The radiation particles are as probabilities:
major causes of such bit flips. Since radiation particle hit
ூ
follows a Poisson process [39], the soft error occurrence is
,
also commonly modeled by a Poisson distribution [7],

[39]. Suppose the PDF of soft error inter-occurrence time
.
(20)
ିద(்(௧))௧
at temperature
as
, where
Also, we define the following random variables:
is the SER at temperature
.
We consider hidden fault model [40], where the soft
ூ
errors of affected jobs remain undetected until the job
leaves the system. However, even if the affected job has

met its deadline, its erroneous result will not be
(21)
considered by the system; rather the result is discarded. Assuming
and
,
respectively,
as
the
PDFs
of
்
்ಲ
Define ௦
as the probability that a job which

ூ and
 , we can write the PDF of the processor
starts its service at temperature
 and has executiontemperature defined in (19) as:
time (i.e. completes at time 
) is affected by at least
(22)
்
ூ ்
 ்ಲ
one soft error. Obviously the system is in the active mode
We will discuss the way of calculating ்
and ்ಲ
when executing the job. Thus, the probability that the job
in more details in the following sections.
suffers from soft error is calculated as:
Now, we aim to investigate the aforementioned effect


(௧
ି ߷(்ಲ బା௧))௧
(13)
௦

 


of processor temperature on the SER, and therefore, on
where 
is defined in (11).
the system reliability. Consider the following definition:

3.2 Measures

This subsection introduces the system performance and
temperature-related measures, beside their relation to the
system energy and reliability. We begin with the
definition of a basic performance variable. Let

(23)

with ௐ
as its PDF. Since we consider hidden fault
model, namely the occurred faults are not detected until
the completion of the job, we are only interested in the
jobs which meet their deadline. The probability that,
(14) when the system is in the idle mode, an arriving job to the
system meets its deadline and is affected by soft errors
is called the job offered sojourn (response) time. We
can be calculated as:
assume
if the arriving job is blocked due to full
்ಾ ೌೣಹ
ஶ
system. We will be interested in finding the CDF of
ௌா
்
ௐ
்ಾ 

,
(15)

ஶ
(24)
or equivalently, its PDF  .
௦
 
More specific measures of performance may also be where is the state of the system as defined in Section
defined using  . In particular, we will be interested in 3.1, 
ߤ݁ܣ−ߤ ݑܣis the PDF of job execution-time, )ݔ(ܩ
the probability of missing deadline, defined as
is the CDF of job relative deadline with a PDF ݃()ݐ, is
ஶ
the temperature of the processor when the job starts its
.
(16)
ௗ


service, which, as defined in the processor model above,
represents
the
steady-state
probability
that
a
job
ௗ
[ ெ  ெ ௫ಹ ] in the steady-state, and ௦ is defined in
misses its deadline. Another important measure of
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(13). Further, ௐ
is defined as ௐ
multiplied by the probability that an incoming job finds
the system in the idle mode (see Lemma 2 in Section 4.2).
Similarly, the probability that, when the system is in the
active mode, an arriving job to the system meets its
deadline and is affected by soft errors is obtained as:
்ಾ ೌೣಹ

ௌா

்ಾ 

ஶ


ஶ

்ಲ



ௐ

6

4.1 Conditional Performance Variables
For t,R+ and nN, let
system



.

Define


க→

ஏ  (௧,ఌ)
ఌ

,

(34)
(35)

,
(36)
୲→ஶ 
(25) 

௦
where  is the (steady-state) rate of missing deadlines,
Again, ௐ 0 < ݊ <  ܭis defined as ௐ 0 < ݊ < ܭ
given there are n jobs in the system (including the one
multiplied by the probability that an incoming job finds
being served).
the system in the active mode (see Lemma 2). Then, using
Barrer [19] first derived an expression for  for a
(24) and (25), the fraction of jobs completed in a timely
system with an unbounded capacity, a Poisson arrival
manner but affected by soft errors, namely ߙ௦ is
process, a deterministic job relative deadline, and FCFS
calculated as follows:
scheduling algorithm. Barrer's result is extended in [18] to
.
(26)
௦
ௌா
ௌா
a larger class of systems, namely those with an arbitrary
Accordingly, the total probability of loss, considering
capacity, a state-dependent Poisson arrival process, and a
both timing and soft errors is obtained as:
general job relative deadline. The concept of this
(27)
ௗ

௦
parameter has also been used in the analysis of some
We also define the following energy-related measures
general class of real-time systems in [5] as well as for
which may be affected by the processor temperature.
approximating the performance of systems with other
Based on (1) and the cooling subsystem model, the
scheduling algorithms in [6] and [41].
average power consumption of the system is calculated
Define
as:
in
(28) 
ௗ௬


where, using (2) and (20), we have
(37)
(29)
ௗ௬
ூ

ௗ௬ ூ
ௗ௬ 
using (6), (20), and (21), we can write


ூ

்ಾ ೌೣಹ

்ಾ 
்ಾ ೌೣಹ
 ்
ಾ 

்
்ಲ




ூ


(30)

Vn is called the job offered sojourn-time, given there are n
jobs in the system. Let
,
(38)


ௗிೇ  (௧)



ௗ௧

.

(39)

and
In [18], Movaghar has derived a closed-form solution for
 is the average cooling power defined below.
Using (20) and (21), we can calculate the probability that the PDF defined in (39). Suppose
Φ
to be the Laplace

௧
the cooling subsystem is in the high power mode as:
transform of 
, i.e.,
்ಾ ೌೣಹ

(31)
ஶ
௧
௧

௧
 ்
்ಲ
ି௦௧

.
(40)



Therefore,
 can be calculated as:
can be calculated as:
(32) As shown in [18], 


௧
ு
௧

We also define
as the ratio between the energy
௧
ଵ
ିఓಲ ௧
(41)

  (ఓಲ ) 
consumption rate and the successful job rate as:
തതതതതത
௪
ഥ
(ଵିఈ)ఒ

Consider

(33)

where
is the average job arrival rate (calculated in
Section 4.2) and
is the probability of successful
completion of a job, i.e. with no timing/soft error ( is
defined in (27)). In other words, is the energy spent per
successful job.

4 QUEUING MODEL
In the following, first, the formulations of some important
conditional performance variables of the FRT system are
presented based on the analysis proposed in [5] and [18].
Then, a solution for the queuing model of the system is
provided beside the way of calculating some elementary
performance measures. One important measure that we
extract is the sojourn-time of the system in the idle and
active modes, which are used in our temperature analysis
in Section 5.



, given
(42)

.

 is the job offered waiting-time, given there are
in the system. Let
,
ௐ

ௐ

ௗிೈ  (௧)
.
ௗ௧

jobs
(43)
(44)

We have the following lemma:
Lemma 1. The PDF of
ௐ

షഋ ಲ 

ఓಲ   (ఓಲ )

௧




can be calculated as:
ିଵ

(45)

Proof: According to the definitions of  in (37) and  in
(42), their respective PDFs 
in (39) and ௐ 
in
(44), beside the PDF of job execution-time 
given in
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ఒ గ
ഥ
ఒ

(57)

Given 
as in (39), the PDF of job offered sojourntime defined in (14) can then be obtained as:


Section 3.1, we have:




ௐ





ௐ

ௐ


ఓಲ

௦ାఓಲ

. Therefore,

ᇱ




,

ௐ

∑಼
సభ గ ఊ
ഥ
ఒ



average job arrival rate. The probability that an incoming
job finds that the system is full, i.e., the blocking
(47) probability defined in (17) is simply
(60)

.
is obtained as:
Now, we can proceed with the calculation of ௦ as
(48) defined in (26). We use the following lemma:

and ௐ
where 
is given in (41) and ᇱ
is the respective Lemma 2. We can write ௐ
as follows:
derivative. Then, using some algebra, (45) is obtained. 
As will be discussed in the following subsection, ௐ 
is
ௐ
 ௐబ

used in the calculation of ௦ which is defined in (26).
ିଵ
A closed-form solution to the loss rate  , as defined in
ௐ
ୀଵ  ௐ 
(36), can also be obtained as follows [18]:
where
is a Dirac delta (impulse) function.


where

 షభ(ఓಲ )

is defined in (40).



4.2 Model Solution and Performance Measures
Long-run behavior of the system introduced in Section 3
can be viewed as a Markovian model which is solved
analytically using some standard solution techniques.
According to the system model which considers as the
system capacity, we have a Markovian model with
states (see Fig. 1) where 

 . Define


ௗ௧
ௗగ (௧)
ௗ௧

Let

ିଵ ିଵ




ାଵ



ଵ

ାଵ

ଵ



,




(51)
.

.
(52)

୲→ஶ 
Then, in equilibrium, (51) can be rewritten as follows:
 
ଵ ଵ,
. (53)
ିଵ ିଵ



ାଵ ାଵ,
Solving the equilibrium, we obtain:


ିଵ ఒ
ୀ ఋ

శభ

.



(54)

 is the steady-state probability that there are n jobs in
the system. From (54) and using the normalizing
condition ( ୀ 
), we obtain:



ୀଵ

ିଵ ఒ
ୀ ఋ

శభ

ିଵ

.

(55)

Define the average arrival rate of jobs to the system,
which is used in the calculation of in (33), as:

ୀ  .

. (65)



According to the described system model, the PDF of this
(50) random variable can be calculated as:

.
 

(62)

(57), the proof is immediate. 

Also, the steady-state probability that the system is in
the idle and active modes (defined in (20)) can easily be
obtained as:
(63)
ூ


(64)

ୀଵ 
Let

Then, we can write
ௗగబ(௧)

(61)

(49) Proof: Based on the definitions provided in (23), (42), and



  (ఓಲ )

(58)

(59)
(46) which is the average deadline miss rate divided by the
ௗ

where * is the convolution operator. Using the Laplace
transforms, we have:
where

.

Having 
and using (16), the probability of missing
deadline can simply be calculated. Meanwhile, given 
as in (49), the probability can also be derived as

Fig. 1. The FRT system transition-rate graph.
௧
 ௐ

ିଵ
ୀ  

(56)

Then, the steady-state probability that an incoming job
finds jobs in the system, namely  is obtained as:

ௌ






ିఒబ௧


ିఋ಼ ௧

ି(ఒ ାఋ )௧

(66)

As shown in [18], for general distributions of relative
deadline,  as defined in (49) results in accurate
calculation of performance measures such as job response
time, in a Markovian view to the FRT system in the long
run. However, since the system is not generally
Markovian except for the case of exponentially
distributed relative deadlines,  is not amenable to
simple calculation. Thus, the above PDF is accurate for
the exponential distribution of relative deadline and a
very good approximation for the other distributions, as
also confirmed by our extensive simulations.
As a prerequisite for the thermal analysis of the system
(Section 5), we are interested in the sojourn-time in the
idle and active modes, represented by ூ and  , with
PDFs ௌ and ௌಲ , respectively. Using (66), the former
PDF can simply be obtained as
ିఒబ௧
,
(67)
ௌ
ௌబ

and the respective CDF as
ିఒబ௧
.
(68)
ௌ
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However, the calculation of the latter PDF needs more
discussions. Define ௌ,಼
as the PDF of the sojourn-time
in a super-state consisting of states
. Accordingly,
determines
the
PDF
of
sojourn-time
in the active
ௌభ,಼
mode, namely ௌಲ . We have

(and equivalently the conditional CDF 
 )
meant as the PDF (CDF) of X, given that the last value of
has been
are two random
 , where X and
variables from those defined in (73). In the following, we
first derive the PDF of temperature at the instant of
entering active mode, namely ்ಲ . Next, we obtain the
ௌ಼
ఋ
target PDFs ்
and ்ಲ
on the basis of ்ಲ . We
(69) assume
ఋ ାఒ ௌ
ௌ,಼
ெ 
ெ ௫ಹ in the following, as for the special
ఒ
case of ெ 
ெ ௫ಹ , the temperature is always fixed
ௌ
ௌశభ,಼
ௌ,಼
ఋ ାఒ
(
) and the solution is trivial.
ெ 
ெ ௫ಹ
Justification for the recursive expression for
in
For the sake of simplicity, we describe our approach
(69) is as follows. Suppose that the system is in state ,
for the calculation of ்ಲ
in three steps. At first, we
. The first term of the expression defines the
derive the PDF of ௫, conditioned on the temperature at
density of staying in state for the duration of , and then
the instant of entering active mode. Then, in a similar
transiting from state to state
with the respective
fashion, we derive the PDF of ூ௫, given the temperature
ఋ
probability
. Also, for the case of transiting in the
ఋ ାఒ
at the instant of entering idle mode. Finally, we generalize
ఒ
opposite direction with probability  , the second term
ఋ ାఒ
the equations to obtain the (unconditional) PDF of  .
is defined as the density of staying in state , in the superࢋ
Calculation of ࢀࢋ࢞
 : Given
 as the


state of states
, and again in the super-state
temperature at the instant  of the most recent entrance
including states
by returning back to state , for a
to the active mode, we are interested in the PDF of
total duration of .
temperature at the instant of exiting this mode, i.e.
Suppose ௌ
and ௌ,಼
to be, respectively, the

For this purpose, initially we
 .

்ಲೣ
Laplace transforms of ௌ
and ௌ,಼ . Then, using (69)
calculate the corresponding CDF (see (11)):
we obtain:
ௌ,಼

ௌ಼

ఋ ℱೄ (௦)

(70)

ఋ ାఒ ିఒ ℱೄ (௦) ℱೄశభ,಼ (௦)

Using (70), to calculate ௌభ,಼ , a polynomial fraction is
obtained with a polynomial of order
in the
numerator and one of order
in the denominator.
Inverse Laplace transform of this equation leads to sum of
exponential functions with different coefficients. In
other words, ௌభ,಼
has a hyper-exponential distribution.
As a result, ௌಲ
and the respective CDF can generally
be written as

ି௬௧
(71)
ௌಲ
ௌభ,಼
ୀଵ 
ௌಲ

where

ௌభ,಼

 and

 are

 
ୀଵ ௬


ି௬௧

(72)

obtained by solving (70).

்ಲೣ




்ಲೣ

where




,


ூ
௫
ூ

,
,
.

Further, we define the conditional PDF

(73)






(74)





ௌಲ
ଵ

ଵ

ே (௩ಲ , ಹ )
ଵ

ே (௩ಲ , ಹ )



ܪݔܽ ܯ



்ಾ ೌೣಽ ିఛ

ே (௩ಲ , ಽ)

This section follows the required steps to find the most
elementary PDFs ܶܫ
and ܶܣ
(and equivalently,
their CDFs) for stochastic thermal analysis of the FRT
system introduced in Section 3. The approach is accurate
for exponential relative deadline and approximate for the
other distributions. However, for the special case of
capacity 1, we provide an accurate solution for general
distribution of relative deadline.
We use the following notations in this section:

௫







where the CDF of  , the steady-state sojourn-time in the
active mode, is given in (72). Using some algebra on (74),
and taking into account that, in the steady-state, the
temperature in the active mode is always increasing, we
obtain:

5 STOCHASTIC THERMAL ANALYSIS






௫






்ಾ ೌೣಽ ି்(௧బ)

்ಾ ೌೣಹ ିఛ

்ಾ ೌೣಹ ି்

்ಾ ೌೣಹ ିఛ

௧

்ಾ ೌೣಹ ି்(௧బ)

(75)

ܪݔܽ ܯ



௧

௧

(76)



where
is defined in (12). In fact,
is the inverse
function of 
in (11) and specifies the time required for
the system to reach from temperature
 to , while it is
in the active mode. Taking the derivative of (75) and
using (71), we obtain:
்ಲೣ




ௌಲ




்ಲೣ


ܭ





݅ݕ

ெ ௫ಹ

(77)

ܶ ܮݔܽ ܯ− ߬ ே (௩ಲ , ಽ)
1
⎧
, ܶ(ݐ) ≤ ߬ ≤ ܶ௧ ,
 ݅ቆ
ቇ
⎪ܰ ( ݒ, ݉ )൫ܶ
ܶ
−
߬൯
 ܮݔܽ ܯ− ܶ(ݐ0 )


ெ ௫ಽ
݅=1
⎪
݅ݕ
݅ݕ
⎪
ܶ
− ܶݐℎ ே (௩ಲ , ಽ) ܶ ܪݔܽ ܯ− ߬ ே (௩ಲ , ಹ )
⎪ ∑=݅ܭ1 ݅൬ ܮݔܽ ܯ
൰
൬ܶ
൰
൩
ܶ ܮݔܽ ܯ− ܶ(ݐ0 )
 ܪݔܽ ܯ− ܶݐℎ

, ܶ(ݐ) ≤ ܶ௧ ≤ ߬< ܶெ ௫ಹ ,
⎨
ܰ(ݒ , ݉ ு )൫ܶெ ௫ಹ − ߬൯
⎪
݅ݕ
ܭ
⎪
ܶ ܪݔܽ ܯ− ߬ ே (௩ಲ , ಹ )
1
⎪
, ܶ௧ ≤ ܶ(ݐ) ≤ ߬ < ܶெ ௫ಹ ,
 ݅ቆ
ቇ
ܶ ܪݔܽ ܯ− ܶ(ݐ0 )
⎪ܰ (ݒ , ݉ ு )൫ܶெ ௫ಹ − ߬൯ ݅=1
⎩0,
otherwise.
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ࢋ
Calculation of ࢀࢋ࢞
 : Similar to the
ࡵ
ࡵ
previous step, given the temperature
 of the most
recent entrance to the idle mode at time , and regarding
that, in the steady-state, the temperature in the idle mode
is always decreasing, the PDF of temperature at the
instant of exiting the idle mode is obtained as:

as the probability that, in the steady-state, the
temperature in the active mode be less than or equal to
. As the temperature is increasing in the active mode,
the integration is taken in the range of [ ெ  ]. The
integral in (83) sums up two probabilities together: 1)
the probability of when the sojourn-time in the active

ೣ
mode is less than the relative time
, and thus, the

ூ
்
ഊబ
temperature is lower than
(in this case, all the
ଵ
ఛି்ಾ 
ಿ ൫ೡ, ಽ൯
sojourn-time should be accounted); 2) the probability
ெ 
 (78)
ே (௩, ಽ)(ఛି்ಾ  )  ்(௧బ)ି்ಾ 
of when the sojourn-time is more than
; therefore,
the processor temperature exceeds . However, the
Then, obtaining the respective CDF is straightforward.
processor temperature has been below for an amount
Calculation of ࢀࢋ
:
Suppose
that,
at
time
,
the
of
from the total duration of being in the active


system enters the active mode with temperature
,
mode,
i.e.
from  . In this case, only the amount of

then goes to the idle mode, and after a while returns to
time up to when the temperature reaches , namely
the active mode (or equivalently exits from the idle mode)
should be accounted, as multiplied by the second
with temperature ூ௫. The conditional PDF of ூ௫,
inner integral in (83), which completes the proof. 

Using ୍ and  from (63) and (64), and ்
and ்ಲ
 , can be obtained by combining (77)

்ೣ
and (78) as follows:
from (82) and (84), ் , and consequently, ்
can be

ೣ
derived
according
to
(22)
and
(18).

்

ஶ


ೣ
.
(79)

்
்ೣ
ூ

ಲ

5.1 Analysis for a Specific System Setup
Using (79), we can calculate the marginal PDF ்ೣ
as:
As mentioned before, when the system capacity is 1, we
்ಾ ೌೣಹ

ೣ

.(80)




்ೣ
்
்
can accurately analyze the system for generally
்

ಲ
ಾ 

On the other hand, the temperature at the instant of
entering the active mode is equal to the temperature at
the instant of exiting the idle mode. Therefore, ்ೣ
in

(80) can be replaced by ்ಲ
:
்ಾ ೌೣಹ
்ಾ 

்ಲ

்ೣ






்ಲ





.(81)

In fact, (81) provides an integral equation which its
solution gives ்ಲ . In general, this equation is not
amenable to simple analytical solution. However, via
well-known numerical methods, it is easy to solve the
equation and obtain ்ಲ . Accordingly, we can
calculate the favorite PDFs ்
and ்ಲ
as follows:
Lemma 3. For the PDF of processor temperature in the idle
mode, ் , we can write:

distributed relative deadlines. This analysis is started
with the calculation of ்ಲ
for
. After which, the
remaining steps to derive ்
and ்ಲ
from ்ಲ
are the same as before.

Lemma 5. For
and relative deadlines with a general
PDF
(or equivalently, a general CDF
), we have:
்ಲೣ






dΩ(߬)/d߬݁ିఓಲ ஐ (ఛ) ቂߤ ቀ1 − ܩ൫Ω(߬)൯ቁ+ ݃൫Ω(߬)൯ቃ, if ܶ(ݐ) ≤ ߬ < ܶெ ୟ୶ಹ

ቐ
0,

where

is defined in (76).

otherwise.

(86)


Proof: To specify ்ಲೣ
 , we only need to use

the appropriate ௌಲ
in (77). To calculate ௌಲ
for the
case of
, it should be taken into account that the
system leaves the active mode due to either service
,
(82)
்
்ಲ
completion or deadline miss. Thus, to calculate the
where ்ಲ
is obtained from (81).
respective PDF in an accurate manner, we should
consider both these cases as follows:
Proof: Since job arrivals follow a state-dependent Poisson
ஶ
process, it is obvious from the PASTA property [42]
ௌಲ
బ
௧ బ
ିఓಲ ௧
that ்
which completes the proof.
,
(87)
்ಲ

Then, based on (82), the calculation of
is where
்
is calculated according to (41). Substituting
బ
straightforward.
from (87) into (77) completes the proof.
ௌಲ
are the same as before,
Lemma 4. For the processor temperature in the active mode we The next steps to obtain ்ಲ
namely using (86), (78), (79), and (81).
have:
It is worth noting that in the cases of having an
(83)
்ಲ
0,
߬< ܶெ  ,
approximate or accurate ௌಲ , also the temperature
⎧
Ω(߬) ௨ (௨)ௗ௨ା Ω(߬) ಮ  (௨)ௗ௨
⎪ ఛ
∫బ
∫Ω(߬) ೄಲ
ೄಲ
݀ܶ(ݐ) , ܶெ  ≤ ߬< ܶெ ௫ಹ ,  analysis would be, respectively, approximate or accurate
∫் ℎ ்ಲ ൫ܶ(ݐ)൯
ಮ
∫బ ௨ೄಲ (௨)ௗ௨
⎨ ಾ 
by just following the above mentioned steps. In fact, if the
⎪ 1,
߬≥ ܶெ ௫ு ,
⎩
job characteristics (e.g. execution-time distribution)
ௗ
differs from what considered in this study, in the case of
(84)
்ಲ
்
ಲ
ௗఛ
obtaining ௌಲ
from a valid analytical or simulation
where
is defined in (76).
method, it is sufficient to use (77), and follow the
aforementioned steps to obtain ்ಲ , and consequently,
Proof: To obtain (83), we define
and ்ಲ .
(85) ்
்ಲ
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TABLE 1

PARAMETERS FOR THE LINEARIZED LEAKAGE POWER
Speed
1
0.8
0.6
0.4

݂ ()ݖܪܩ
3.47
2.77
2.08
1.38

ݒ ()ݒ
1.5
1.2
0.9
0.6

ܥଵ
1.4038
0.7439
0.39
0.204

ܥଶ
0.0641
0.0308
0.0077
0.0081

TABLE 2

COOLING SUBSYSTEM-RELATED PARAMETERS
Cooling mode

 ݉(ݓܲܥ)
ߚ(݉ )

݉ଵ
0
0.0041

݉ଶ
0.19
0.0054

݉ଷ
0.34
0.0059

݉ସ
0.79
0.0064

݉ହ
2.90
0.0071

6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate some of the most
elementary measures defined in Section 3. In Section 6.1,
some details about the methods of computation and
simulation as well as the parameter settings are
presented. In Section 6.2, some elementary measures
depicting the system behavior are analytically evaluated
and, to show the accuracy of the method, compared
against two system-level and microarchitecture-level
simulations. In Section 6.3, the system behavior with
respect to some other parameters and measures is
evaluated to express the applicability of the proposed
analytical method in finding appropriate system settings.

6.1 Experimental Setup
In this section, the details of the numerical methods used
in the analysis as well as two simulation methods, namely
a system-level (SL) and a microarchitecture-level (ML)
simulator are discussed. The former simulator is used to
investigate the accuracy of the analytical method
proposed in this paper. The latter, however, is mainly
used to compare the results to more realistic setups. All
the experiments have been performed on an Intel Core2
Due processor of 2.53 GHz and 4 GB of RAM.
The numerical methods which are used for the desired
computations in the analytical method are the rectangle
integrating and Euler's differentiating methods [45] with
steps of 0.01, implemented in MATLAB.
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For the simulations, we have prepared a discrete-event
SL simulator in Java for a stochastic FRT system with the
model introduced in Section 3. It is supposed that each
synthetic job consumes fixed dynamic power and the
processor-related parameters have been gotten from a
real processor and used in an abstract manner, as
discussed in the following. The simulations have been
performed for a population of one million jobs, with a
confidence level of 99% within an interval of 0.01. This
simulator is used to validate the analytical method for the
exponential distribution and verify its accuracy for the
other distributions of relative deadline.
In addition, we have prepared a ML cycle-accurate
temperature- and leakage-aware thermal and power
simulator by replacing the ideal processor (and abstract
parameters) of the SL simulator with PTScalar [4],
considering Alpha 21264 processor with the 65nm
technology. For the incoming workload, we have used
MiBench [47], a benchmark suite consisting of embedded
programs, and truncated the selected benchmark based
on the desired stochastic execution-time. Since this
simulator is very time-consuming, we have run the
respective simulations for only 1000 jobs, considering
10000 cycles as the tracing interval.
Table 1 shows the leakage coefficients (related to (6)) of
this processor, obtained by linear approximation of the
non-linear leakage power curve extracted from PTScalar
results in different frequency/voltage levels. Also,
according to the average dynamic power of the selected
benchmark on PTScalar, ᇱ 6.68 is obtained. Further,
similar to [4], we have considered that dynamic power in
the idle mode is 25% of the active mode, i.e. we set
. The supply voltage used for both the idle and

active modes is the same.
We have considered a cooling subsystem with five
cooling modes which can be employed for DTM. The
characteristics of these cooling modes are shown in Table
2, extracted from the model of a cooling fan in [46].
Further, we consider the thermal coefficient =0.0071 ℃/W,
the ambient temperature to be
and ௧
.
For the SER, we assume a linear relationship between
Qcrit and temperature [28], i.e. ௧
ଵ
ଶ . Also,

TABLE 3
THE REQUIRED FORMULATIONS FOR SOME PERFORMANCE MEASURES OF EXPONENTIAL AND UNIFORM RELATIVE DEADLINE
Exponential
1 ି ഥଵ୲
e ఏ
ߠ̅
݊!

݃()ݐ

Φ (ߤ )
based on (38)

∏୬ୀ(ߤ

ߛ
based on (47)
݂ௐ  ()ݐ

based on
(43)
*

ିଵ

ߠ

݊
ߠ̅

݇
+ ̅)
ߠ

݇
ିଵ
݁ିఓಲ ௧ ∏ୀ(ߤ + ̅ )
ଵ
ଵ
ߠ ቈ(1 − ݁ି ఏ௧) ݁ି ఏ௧
ߤ (݊ − 1)!

Uniform ([a,b])
1
ܽ ≤  ܾ ≤ݐ
൝ܾ − ܽ ,
0,
otherwise






1 ݐ− ܽ
1
݁ିఓಲ 
න ݐ ݁ିఓಲ ௧݀ݐ+ න ቆܽ + ൬
൰(2ܾ − ܽ − )ݐቇ ݁ିఓಲ ௧݀ݐ+ ቆ (ܽ + ܾ)ቇ
2 ܾ− ܽ
2
ߤ



0,
∗
ቐ Φିଵ(ߤ )
݊
− ߤ ,
Φ (ߤ )

݊=0

݊> 0

݊
ିଵ ିఓ ௧
⎧ ߤ Φ (ߤ )  ݁ ݐಲ ,
⎪   
ିଵ
(ݐ− ܽ)ଶ
݊
ܾ − ି ݐఓ ௧
ቈݐ−
 ൬
൰݁ ಲ ,
⎨
(ߤ
)
ߤ
Φ
2(ܾ
−
ܽ)
ܾ
−ܽ



⎪
⎩0,

ߔ (. ) of the uniform distribution is used, as given in the immediate upper row of the table.



ܽ <ݐ


ܽ < ܾ <ݐ
ܾ< ݐ
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. Temperature PDF obtained from the analytical method, SL
simulator, and ML simulator for (a) exponential, and (b) uniform relative
deadline (the computation times (CT) of the methods are also shown).

we suppose that linear decrease in Qcrit results in
exponential increase in the SER [43], i.e.
ିయொ ೝ(்)
. Especially in the experiments, we assume
.ଵ்
.
In our investigations, we consider the system capacity
of =5 and Poisson job arrivals (i.e., 
). Two distributions of relative deadline, namely
exponential and uniform are considered. Table 3 presents
the formulations of some basic performance measures for
each distribution. According to these basic measures, the
remaining performance-, temperature-, reliability-, and
energy-related measures can be calculated by following
the steps presented in Sections 4.2 and 5. The mean relative
deadline for the distributions is the same, namely
. More
precisely, we have considered interval [3, 5] for the uniform
relative deadline. Further, to better depict the thermal
behavior of the system, we consider the time unit is equal
to the thermal time constant
 [44] of the lumped
RC model [31].

6.2 Elementary Measures and Accuracy of Analysis
In this section, we investigate the accuracy of the
analytical method by comparing the analytical, SL
simulator,
and
ML
simulator
results.
Some
complementary discussions are also included.
We begin with the most elementary temperaturerelated measure in the calculation of our favorite
measures, namely the temperature PDF. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),
respectively, show the temperature PDF for exponential and
uniform distributions of relative deadline for different values
of arrival rate
in speed ூ
. (The jump in

temperature
is because of switching between the cooling
modes.) As seen in Fig. 2, the results of the SL simulation is
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very close to the analytical method, a fact that shows the
accuracy of the proposed method, even in situations that
the distribution of relative deadline is non-exponential.
Also, the ML simulation results reveal that, although the
abstractions used in the thermal and power modeling in
the analytical method leads to some deviations from a
real system, the overall behavior of the system
temperature has been approximated very well by the
analytical method, despite the very limited population
used in the respective simulations, namely 1000 jobs for
each run. In fact, the errors which exist between the PDF
obtained from the analytical method and the one obtained
from the ML simulator have two reasons: i) the
differences between the analytical and simulation
boundary temperatures and the respective impacts on the
overall PDFs, rooted at the existing error in the linear
approximation of the actual leakage power, ii) the limited
number of jobs used in each run which also affects the
smoothness of the PDFs obtained from the ML simulator.
To investigate the efficiency of the analytical method,
we have compared the computation time of the analytical
method against the SL and ML simulation times in Fig. 2.
As it is seen, while the analytical method exposes a rather
small and fixed computation time, the SL simulation
requires a longer time depending on the arrival rate: for
smaller values of
the fixed population (required to
achieve the desired confidence level) arrives in a longer
time interval. Similar justifications are valid for the ML
simulation which takes much more time comparing to the
previous methods, taking into account that its simulation
time is reported for a population of only 1000 jobs,
whereas the time for one million jobs will be almost three
orders of magnitude larger.
On the temperature behavior of the system, it can be seen
in Fig. 2 that increasing the arrival rate has led to spending
more time in the active mode, which in turn results in higher
values of the PDF in the higher temperatures. Further, it is
seen that different relative deadline distributions expose
different thermal behaviors. In fact, the system with
exponential relative deadline generally experiences cooler
situations, while the uniform relative deadline enforces a
hotter processor. This is mostly due to the differences in the
deadline miss rates (  ) of different distributions. As also
shown in [6] and [18], exponential relative deadline
distribution exhibits the largest deadline miss rates comparing
to other distributions, resulting in more frequent visits of the
idle mode. Consequently, the system is relatively cooler.
The power- and reliability-related measures, namely
തതതതതതௗ௬
തതതത, ത
തതതതതത
തതത തതതതതതതതതത
ܲݓ
ܲݓ
 , ܲ ݓ, and ௦ are depicted in Fig. 3 for
different arrival rates. (Since the results of SL simulator
match the analytical results with very high accuracies and
because of clarity of the figure, we have only shown the
analytical and ML simulator results there.) It should be
noted here, that the analytical and ML simulator results
also match very well despite the sources of inaccuracy
encountered above for the respective temperature PDFs.
As dynamic power consumption in the active mode is
larger than the idle mode, higher arrival rates which lead
to larger sojourn-time in the active mode cause more
dynamic power consumption, and thus higher
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തതതതതതௗ௬
തതതത, ത
തതതതതത
തതത തതതതതതതതതത
Fig. 3. ܲݓ
ܲݓ
 , ܲ ݓ, and ߙ௦ for exponential and uniform
distributions obtained from analytical method and ML simulator.

temperatures. On the other hand, leakage power is not
directly dependent on the traffic load since the
parameters of the respective function
function in (6) are the same
for both the idle and active modes (recall that we consider
ூ
 ). However, the leakage power depends on the
temperature. As higher arrival rates lead to higher
temperatures, leakage power consumption is expected to
be increased
increased in such arrival rates, a result that is seen in
Fig. 3. Similar but less significant alteration is observed
for cooling power and ௦. Also, as expected, the
measures have larger quantities for uniform distribution.
This result is also consistent w
with
ith our previous
interpretation (Fig.
Fig. 2 shows higher temperatures for the
unifrom distribution).
distribution

6.3 Application of the Analytical Method
In this subsection, we show the applicability of the
proposed analytical method through studying two
scenarios to obtain optimal parameter settings for
different system measures.
In Fig. 4, the measures are studied for
and
different processor speeds ூ=  between 0.4 and 1 with
steps of 0.2 (the other parameters are defined in Section
6.1). As can be seen, the effect of increasing the speed on
the loss probability is twofold. On one hand, increasing
the processor speed diminishes ௗ and . On the other
hand, the increased processor speed significantly raises
the processor temperature, and thus, the SER, which in
turn increases
incre
௦. Therefore, in the determination of the
processor speed for such a FRT system, there is a tradeoff
between job loss due to timing problems ( ௗ and ) and
soft errors ( ௦). In fact, in our system model, this tradeoff
is reflected in the total loss probability . Fig. 4 shows that
0.8, among the aforementioned speeds, can be
ூ

considered as the optimal
optimal service rate. Similar
investigations could
could be performed for various arrival
rates considering a constant processor speed
speed.. However, as
shown in Fig. 3, the variation of
has insignificant
impacts on ௦. Rather,
Rather the dominant factors in the
variation of loss probability with respect to are ௗ and
temperature-independent,
independent, they
. As these measures are temperature
are not reported in the current study (interested readers
are referred to [6], [18]).
[18]
From the energy consumption
consumption point of view, we are
interested in the system energy efficiency and power
consumption. In fact, , the measure of energy cost per
successful job, reflects the overall inter
inter-effects
effects of the
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. Job loss probabilities (including ߙௗ , ߙǡߙ௦, and ߙ)) and
normalized ∆ at different processor speeds (ߤூ = ߤ ) for (a)
exponential, and (b) uniform relative deadline.

processor temperature and energy consumption, beside
the system
system performance and reliability altogether. The
results are presented in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively, for
exponential and uniform distributions of relative deadline. (In
the figure, the curves representing are normalized with
respect to the maximum value of in the results which
occurs for the uniform distribution.) It seems that with
raising the speed, the energy efficiency degrades
exponentially. As a result, it is seen that although the
speed of
is optimal for the loss probability, it is not the
best speed to have an energy efficient configuration.
configuration
Also, using the proposed analytical
analy
method, one can
determine the best cooling modes to be selected as
݉  and ݉ ு in order to minimize the total power
consumption. There exists a tradeoff between leakage and
cooling powers because changing the latter in one
direction results in variation of the former in the inverse
direction. In this study, we have fixed ݉  ൌ ݉ ଵ and
changed ݉ ு as summarized in Table 4. It can be seen for
തതതതത that the best setting for
the energy-related
energy related measure
measure ത
ܲݓ
both exponential and uniform relative deadlines is
achieved in ݉ ு ൌ ݉ ସ.
According to the above discussions, one can use the
analytical method proposed in this paper to optimally
configure the FRT system through appropriate
appropriate selection
of different parameters with conflicting interactions,
taking important mutual effects of them into account.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper considers a DTM-enabled
DTM enabled FRT system with
stochastic properties illustrated in the workload
characteristics and soft errors affecting the workload. The
performance, reliability, and energy consumption of the
system are analytically evaluated with an emphasis on
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TABLE 4

EFFECT OF VARIATION OF COOLING MODE
ߙ௦

ത
തതതതത
തതതത
ܲݓ

ത
തതതതതത
തതതത
ܲݓ

ത
തതതതത
ܲݓ
Δ

݉ு
Exp.
Uni.
Exp.
Uni.
Exp.
Uni.
Exp.
Uni.
Exp.
Uni.

݉ଶ
0.1665
0.2401
0.1106
0.1381
5.4153
5.8027
22.3293
24.9225
0.7552
0.7583

݉ଷ
0.1501
0.2120
0.1946
0.2444
5.1169
5.4245
22.115
24.650
0.7234
0.7128

݉ସ
0.1360
0.1884
0.4418
0.5593
4.8252
5.0594
22.070
24.600
0.7021
0.6828

ு

݉ହ
0.1239
0.1682
1.562
2.0029
4.5404
4.7005
22.905
25.685
0.7119
0.6893

the processor thermal behavior. In fact, the mutual effects
of the workload parameters, leakage and dynamic power
consumption, processor temperature, mode selection of
cooling subsystem, and SER are taken into account. Some
important measures are calculated, including real-time
performance measures, system reliability, the processor
temperature PDF, leakage power, dynamic power,
cooling power, and energy cost per successful job. The
analytical method which is presented based on a long-run
Markovian view to the system is accurate for the
exponential relative deadline and approximate for the
other distributions. Also, it is shown that for some
specific configurations of the system, even for general
distributions of relative deadline, accurate analysis is
possible. Further, experiments show that the approximate
method closely follows the simulation results, even for
actual processors.
We believe that, with the consideration of more
thermal-related processor details, the proposed analytical
approach can be extended to broad system architectures
(e.g., MPSoCs), even in the presence of DTM techniques.
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